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Journal Your Way to
Self-Discovery
Disclaimer:
I am not a doctor or mental health
professional and cannot be held liable
for the information written here.
This book is meant to provide
information that helps you understand
the physical and mental health benefits
of journaling.
It is not intended to provide medical
advice. Do not use it as an alternative to
seeking help from a medical or mental
health professional.
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Introduction
If you are here reading about how journaling can help improve your life,
you have taken the first most important step.
A journal, is a book that you record personal information in. The term
journal is often confused with a diary, and while many journals do have
you talk about your thoughts and feelings, they are not all for this purpose.
As you will find out in the following pages, a journal can do many things for
you.
It can help you to organize your life, such as with a bullet journal.
The journal can provide you with a greater sense of happiness and
fulfillment, such as with a gratitude journal.
You can use a health journal to improve your physical and mental health.
There are stream of consciousness journals to help you gain clarity and
improve your focus.
There are also specific types of journals, like travel journals, that help you
record your adventures.
If you want to learn all about journaling, the benefits of it, and how these
types of journals can be put into place to help you with self-discovery,
keep reading! There are five convenient chapters that outline the process
for you.
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Chapter 1 – Become Organized with a Bullet Journal

Perhaps it is the start of the year, and your resolution is to be more mindful and more
organized. Or maybe it's your birthday, or simply just time to do what you have been
saying you want to do for a long time - journaling. There is nothing like old-fashioned
pen and paper to help make this happen.
Or maybe you’re a veteran journal writer looking to transform your practice. Regardless
of your experience journaling, the Bullet Journal can boost your practice.
Bullet journaling involves a great deal of customization. Have you spent time looking
through journal formats and found that there wasn’t one that fit your needs exactly?
Enter the Bullet Journal. The basis of the journal is simplicity in the form of bullet
points. The founder says that the more effort is expended to create a list or entry, the
less likely we are to continue to do it. Instead of complicated recording methods, the
basic structure of this journal is the bullet.
From there, journals can be customized to whatever need you have. If you have a
million to do lists, this is a way to track them all. If you want to set reasonable goals
and habits and track your progress, this allows you to do that in a way that is intuitive
for
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you. It includes an index that you update as you go, and you can track future events
and tasks or last month’s tasks that didn’t get done.
It makes use of something called “rapid logging” which is just a fancy way of saying
jotting down notes. The idea is to get things out of your head quickly so that you can
use symbols to organize and track them.
It’s a journal and a to-do list all in one. Once you figure out your system, it makes a lot
of sense to keep track of both things to do in the future and the daily events happening
now. This method gives you a complete picture of what your life is like so you can
reflect, make changes, or simply create gratitude for day to day occurrences and
circumstances.
Bullet Journals are easily customizable and are intended to reflect a natural system of
organization already in your head. You don’t have to worry about organizing your
thoughts as you get them on paper. Instead, you mark them with a logical series of
symbols after they are down on paper to track.Benefits of Bullet Journaling

The first thing to know about bullet journals is that they are extremely beneficial. Here is
a list of some of the top benefits of using this type of journal.
They Are Versatile
One of the most significant benefits of switching to this system is that you can use any
notebook.
No, really.
Although many of the demonstration models use the simple dot grid to help keep things
straight, you can start today with whatever notebook is lying around.
Journals are like purses or closets. They’re never perfect, and there’s always
something else you wish you had. Instead of using what someone else thinks are
organized, the system follows how you think.
This kind of customization removes the fear around buying the wrong type of journal or
finding out later that there’s a better system. As you grow bored of a system, you can
switch it up to reveal fresh ideas and see your to-do list in a new way. No boredom
means you’re more likely to stick with the system.
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They Work with Any Budget
Another benefit is that you don’t need to invest a ton of money. You want something
that is rugged enough to go with you everywhere, but there are a lot of cheap
notebooks out there that can accomplish this task. Some planners can run you
upwards of $50 or more. This is an expensive experiment to try and then abandon.
They Have Multiple Uses
The Bullet Journal also functions as several different recording notebooks at once. You
don’t need to buy a journal to record day to day activities, a habit tracker for all those
New Year’s resolutions, and a planner to keep organized. You can do everything in one
space. Simplification means you’re more likely to stick with this system and see real
change.
Anything you can do to simplify your process and make it more personalized to your
needs keeps you from dropping the system. Though Bullet Journaling can seem
overwhelming at first, once you figure out your system, it needs little maintenance to
carry you through each day. No more feeling guilty that you couldn’t stay consistent.

What to Write About
And now the real beauty of the Bullet Journal - you can write about anything that you
want.
Getting started is easy. You need a blank notebook and a pen. That’s it.
Rapid Logging
Most people start with the rapid logging pages. This is your list of to-dos, notes, and
observations. Once you jot them down, begin to mark them based on a system of
symbols that you’ve created. If you aren’t sure what the symbols should be, you can
look at examples of what others are doing and modify accordingly.
It’s important to keep your notes short, but you can always expand notes on the next
page if there’s something you need to write more in-depth. First, quick. Then expand.
Index
The next part is the index. At the beginning of your journal is a running index with page
numbers marked and a list of your symbols so you can keep track. This will help guide
you as you get deeper into your notebook and need to look back or find other
information previously recorded.
Give yourself two pages for the index just to be safe, but you don’t have to record
everything. Make judgment calls about what information will need to be retrieved
quickly later as you are making your entries.
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Future Logs
After the index is your future log. This is the calendar portion of your journal and can
help you get a handle on what’s coming up, so your planning today is more efficient. Set
up the pages for it first and then add to it as you get into the day to day stuff.
After this, many journalers have a big picture view of each month. As you enter the
month, make an entry at the beginning of that section to see a bird's eye view of what’s
coming up and any thoughts or preparations that need to be made.
You can track lists that need to be completed by month’s end, record birthdays and any
preparations, household tasks, and any other monthly related things.
Big Projects
From here, create pages dedicated to any projects or habits you are making. You can
keep track of the books you’ve read, for example. You can also make a log of any
improvements in your health, or watch your debt fall as other examples.
These projects get their own dedicated pages and index entries to help you see your
progress over time. You can create them wherever you are in your journal and find them
quickly through the index. This also gives you an idea of when you started for further
tracking.

Tips for Bullet Journaling
This can all seem overwhelming the first time you set it up, but the most important thing
to remember is that perfection isn’t necessary. The journal evolves as you do. The
longer you adopt this system, the more likely your journal is to reflect what you need,
but don’t get mired in perfection the first time.
If you don’t know where to start, there are blog posts and YouTube videos dedicated to
different types of layouts and ideas for things to track. You can find a few that match
what you need and copy those or use them as a starting point to create your own.
Take Your Time Learning
Start slowly in the beginning. Don’t try to adopt every fancy layout that you find. Begin
with the basics: the future log, the rapid journaling, and the index.
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Once you get the hang of your marking system, you can begin to add layouts to track
more complicated things. Also, it’s not essential that you be artistic either. In fact, many
Bullet Journalers don’t have any art training and use straightforward layouts.
Make it Look Amazing
That said, if art is your thing, then decorate your layouts. This is the perfect opportunity
to decorate what you’re doing in your journal. Many of the more complicated spreads
rely on art and can be a great way to get in your creative edge.
Work Out What You Want First
If you still have trouble getting started, take a few sheets of scrap paper and experiment
with some layouts before you start recording them in your notebook. This will let you
see firsthand what a few things will look like if you still aren’t sure what layouts you want
to follow. Transfer the ones you like to your official journal or staple them in.

Prompts to Help Get You Started
The journaling prompts for a bullet journal are a little different than other types of
journals. Here are some tips to help get you started:
the first six pages of your notebook to leave room for the index and the future log, and
make sure your very first rapid log has a page number attached to it.
Now that you have the first rapid log page, go back and make your first index entry. You
can title it however you want, but it’s likely that this very first rapid log attempt will be
important later.
For the future log, make three spaces on each page to log months. You don’t need a lot
of space for each month, just enough to record significant events that will likely affect
how you plan during that month and any of the other parts of the year. These can
correspond to birthdays, major holidays and vacations, and other necessary parts of the
year.
Be sure to record your organizing symbols for rapid logging somewhere in the front as
well. This will help you to remember as you get used to your system. Again, if you aren’t
sure what you want to do, following the official Bullet Journal format is a good bet for
those until you decide if you want to create your own.
It can also help you to identify one or two big goals or projects and make those
dedicated pages here as well. If your resolution involves drinking more water or reading
more books, now is a good time to write down where you are and track where you’re
going. Log this page in your index, of course.
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Final Thoughts
Bullet Journaling can seem overwhelming if you’re used to journals and planners where
everything is already mapped out, but spending a little time researching examples and
setting up your own system can pay off in the long run.
You’ll have more freedom to record the things you need without wasting space. You can
make use of your creativity to decorate your journal. Eventually, you’ll be able to look
back at past years and get a clear picture of what your day to day life was like. From
here, it’s easier to set up future goals and feel grateful for how far you’ve come.
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Chapter 2 – Improve Your Life with a Gratitude Journal

A gratitude journal will not change your life circumstances, but it very well may change
your life perspective. This is why a gratitude journal is a worthy investment of time and
effort. This type of journal is simply a space to record what you are thankful for.
By recording and also by thinking of items to record, a positive vibe is fostered and
positivity is increased. While the mundane and necessary aspects of life will still exist,
they may become dim in the light of a heightened awareness of goodness and wonder.
Keeping a gratitude journal can make life burdens feel lighter, or at least more
balanced.
If you are on a mission to start journaling this year, it doesn’t get much easier than a
gratitude journal. With this type of journal, you can write as much or as little as you want
every day, use any type of notebook, and just write down what you are grateful for.
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Not only will this be a very therapeutic experience for you, but it can provide a lot of
other benefits as well.
Here is more information about a gratitude journal, including why you should consider
starting this type of journal and some tips for getting started.

Benefits of Keeping a Gratitude Journal
It is a reality that life has ups and downs, and these fluctuations often have
accompanying emotions. There is still personal willpower to make choices about how to
deal with circumstances and upturns and downturns. A lot of personal attitudes revolve
around choice, although people don't always feel this way.
Being thankful or joyful may be a conscious choice and deciding to record what is good
in life is a great way to acknowledge that good always exists. Making the decision to
focus on and record what is good often leads to feelings of calm and even control.
It Helps with Reflection
Instead of going to bed with a racing heart and racing thoughts, try preparing for
slumber by reflecting on the day's happenings and choosing to record some positive
moments and experiences. Likewise, instead of waking up and checking technology
immediately, try having a slow cup of coffee and focusing on all that is currently good in
life. This can be a very peaceful way to both end and greet a new day.
Have a Positive Attitude
Rereading previously written thanks is also a great way to reflect on positive attributes
of important people in your life. The entries may even provide helpful for sharing with
family members and friends. Who wouldn't feel valued to know that you recorded
something positive about him or her on a certain day? Rereading past thanks is also a
great way to see a pattern of good in your own life and surroundings.
Less Writing is Involved
Gratitude journals are often quicker to write in than full out personal journals so provide
a quick snapshot into a span of time. If you don't have time to write out a full narrative,
jotting down some quick thanks is perfect. When you are feeling glum or having trouble
seeing the light, reread previous entries and gain a new slant on all that is right with
your life, past and present.
Whether you are brand new to journaling and want a simple one to start with, or you are
looking to expand your journal collection, the gratitude journal is excellent to begin with
today.
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What to Write About
If you are unsure about what to write about, it is a great idea to ask someone who
currently keeps a gratitude journal to share a few entries. This practice may not only
stimulate ideas, but it may also enlarge your perspective on goodness. Consider
starting a gratitude club of sorts.
Sharing it with Others
Have monthly gatherings and share goodness, both in sharing company and perhaps
nice food and beverage offerings and in sharing good news. If this is not doable,
consider a casual online or texting sharing chain of thanks with close friends or family
members.
Make it Unique to You
Items and recordings in a gratitude journal will vary from person to person, but consider
starting by recording people you are thankful for. These may be coworkers, neighbors,
family members, friends, or even strangers that you meet on chance encounters.
Sometimes even witnessing the exchange between strangers may prove a boost to
your own day.
Share Everything You Are Grateful for
Did someone unexpectedly share a kind word or gesture with you today? Perhaps they
helped you with a small or large task. Maybe you witnessed a Mom and young child
sharing a good old-fashioned belly laugh, or saw someone extending grace or going
over and above requirements to do a job well. Concentrate on using all five senses to
experience people, places, and events.
Don’t Forget the Small Things
Another item worthy of recording is food or beverages that are particularly enjoyable.
Pay attention to the way your favorite coffee smells and how the mug feels warm in your
hands. Savor the smells and tastes of home cooked meals or enjoyable dinners out.
Eating a meal or even snack prepared by a friend or family member may provide a
double dose of blessings by providing love through companionship as well as a
nurturing act of service.
Time spent in nature is often a stress reliever, just like keeping a gratitude journal can
be. As you experience nature, use your senses to be fully present and open to the
benefits around you. As you walk, you may feel thankful for healthy lungs and legs, or
grateful for a chance sighting of a colorful cardinal.
Complete Actions to Be Thankful for
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Walking a pet may cause you to feel thankful for having a playful animal and even a
furry protector. Pretty colors in the sky and trees may also make their way in to a
gratitude journal. Relax and let your thoughts flow. A change of scenery may even jog a
new idea or vision.
Material objects and indoor surroundings may also be worthy of mention in a gratitude
journal. A luxuriously warm fireplace and fascinating book to read when it is chilly
outside are an example. A favorite outfit that fits just right and makes you feel your best
are another example. Seasonal dishes that perfectly fit the occasion might make your
heart and belly sing.
Indulge in Life Experiences
Experiences provide plenty of opportunities for blessings to record. Leaving the salon
with your hair looking spectacular is worthy of recording. New sights and sounds are
perfect to record, as are ventures in to a new hobby. Discovering a new tucked away
store, cafe, or garden may provide perfect material to record. New experiences often
remain vivid in our memories and may even show us a new aspect of ourselves or
others. View life as an adventure just brimming with possible blessings to record.
Surprises are another topic of possibilities for a gratitude journal. Finding a prime
parking spot may be a wonderful item to record. An unexpected and welcome phone
call or letter is often a huge boost to a day. Receiving a better than expected deal on
any purchase is always nice. So is reliving a funny memory or sharing a hearty laugh.
Receiving a surprise gift such as a book or music that someone who knows you well
thought you would click with is very welcome. As is your loved one bringing you your
favorite drink or food just when you crave it. How about a drive that begins with only
loose plans and turns in to a magical kind of adventurous day? These are all perfect
surprises to record as thanks.

Tips for Keeping a Gratitude Journal
There is no wrong way to begin and keep a journal of thanks. It is perfectly acceptable
to add a prescribed number of entries each day, or to keep the journal in a convenient
place and to write thankful thoughts when the mood strikes. When writing a prescribed
number of thanks per day, it is best to keep the number manageable. Ten or fewer
thanks per day is probably a reasonable number.
Try to Write in it Daily
It may prove helpful to write thanks daily in the beginning so that recording thanks
becomes a helpful habit. If writing daily, try to find a certain time of day or night that
works best for your schedule, or use a few minutes both morning and night to record
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thanks. The last thing you want to do is make the journal keeping feel like a chore or
something on a never-ending to-do list. The point is to have free-flowing praise and a
written record of it.
Use the Best Type of Notebook or Journal
You may keep the thanks in a common spiral bound notebook, in a homemade
notebook, or in a pretty premade journal that appeals to you. As you record your thanks,
write the date above each entry or set of entries. If you like, include the time and even
temperature and conditions. Consider numbering the entries as well.
Look for Inspiration
Author Ann Vos Kamp wrote a bestselling book about recording her own one thousand
thanks, and she hasn't stopped. The book is named just that. Her bestselling book and
accompanying devotional book and DVD are available from various venues, and she
also offers monthly joy dares to help inspire ideas and areas of thankfulness.
Think About Goals
Create your own target number of thanks to hit and find out if you want to continue on
after achieving that goal. For those who wish to keep their thanks in a digital form, there
are even gratitude journal apps. Some offer the chance to rate each day and to receive
inspirational quotes. Others offer the chance to add photos. Search around for an app
that works for you and your needs, as well as price point device.

Prompts to Help You Get Started
Fostering gratitude, both in real life and via a journal, is a great boost for family culture.
There are various resources that offer prompts to begin the journey of thanks.
Journaling Prompts
What is a journaling prompt? It is a statement, question, or observation about you or
your life. It can help give you some direction when you are deciding what to write about
in your journal.
For a gratitude journal, these are often all about self-reflection, since this type of journal
is about writing what you are thankful for. After the obvious health, family, friends list,
you might get a little stuck.
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Here are some journaling prompts that are perfect for a gratitude journal:
What is one good thing that happened to you today?
Are you happy with how your day turned out?
What is something nice you did for someone?
What is something another person did for you?
Was there a nice surprise about today?
How can you do better tomorrow?
How can you continue being more thankful?
Go ahead and begin a gratitude journal. The impact of keeping this seemingly
unassuming journal may very well surprise and delight you, and is perfect for all stages
of life. Get started on yours today and get ready to view life through a rosier lens.
Goodness is all around you just waiting to be noticed and recorded. Going back and
rereading entries will give a snapshot of not only grace and goodness, but also of selfimprovement and successes. Anticipating future thanks will constantly give you
something to look forward to, and keep you on the lookout for graciousness, good will,
and kindheartedness. It is a great way to live!
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Chapter 3 – Find Your Wellness Balance with a Health Journal

A personal health journal is a record of anything related to your health. It can include
your medical records, a history of your symptoms or illnesses, a list of medications you
take, your food diary, or anything else you think is important to keep track of.
Your health journal can be a place to keep an organized, objective collection of all of
your health records. It can also be a place where you work toward your health goals and
reflect on your own health. It can include numbers, lists, images, thoughts, and feelings.
You can privately record your opinions about yourself or your health, so you can be
completely honest.
Starting a health journal can be a big task, but it's a great way to keep track of your
medical information and your personal health progress. There are many benefits to
journaling about your health, and there are dozens or even hundreds of different topics
you could write about.
The best thing about a health journal? There are so many angles! You can use it to
record health and fitness, keep track of your doctor’s visits, record triggers for physical
and mental conditions, and so much more.
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Keep reading to learn all about keeping a health journal.

Benefits of a Health Journal
A health journal is an effective way to keep track of your personal health. If you regularly
record information about your health, you can look back on your records and make
important discoveries. You can see what medications or vitamins work for you, what
time of year you tend to get sick, and whether there are any patterns in your
unexplained symptoms.
This information can be especially valuable if you suffer from a chronic illness or chronic
pain. While there may be some lifestyle choices that are obvious and well-known for
managing your condition, everyone is different, and everyone may have different things
that trigger their pain or illness. It can be hard to know exactly what causes a flare-up in
your symptoms or what helps alleviate them if you don't keep detailed records.
Recording Daily Health Stats
Keeping track of everything you eat, how you sleep, how much activity you get, and
other factors will allow you to notice patterns over time. This can make a big difference
in your overall health.
Create and Track Goals
With a health journal, you can make health goals and keep track of your progress as
you work toward them. The information you record and the patterns you notice will help
you make changes that improve your health. Instead of guessing about what choices
benefit or don't benefit you, you'll know exactly how every health-related choice you
make will affect your life. You'll be able to duplicate your results week after week, which
will help you reach your goals faster.
Diet and Fitness Recording
If you have diet or fitness goals in mind, your journal is a great way to identify triggers
that make you fall off the wagon. It may seem impossible to avoid falling off the wagon,
but it doesn't happen for no reason. Maybe you snack too much during the day after
eating a sugary breakfast. Maybe you slack off on your workout routine when it's cold
outside. Maybe you always overeat after not getting enough sleep. You can learn to
identify and avoid your pitfalls with your health journal.
Have a Resource for Your Doctor
It can also be very helpful to bring your health journal to doctor's appointments. If you're
feeling sick, you can give your doctor detailed information about when your symptoms
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started. Your doctor could even take a look at your journal and possibly notice a pattern
in your symptoms that you didn't see. Giving your doctor more information will help your
doctor give you better care.
Take Control of Your Healthcare
The best benefit of a health journal is that it lets you take control of your own healthcare.
You'll know everything you need to know about your health, and you'll feel in control of
your health choices.

What to Write About
There are a wide variety of topics you can keep track of in your health journal. You
could keep a completely comprehensive journal with all your medical information, or you
could choose to focus on a few aspects of your health that are the most important or
relevant to you.
Whatever you decide to focus on in your journal, there are a few things that everyone
should record. Write down any allergies or medical conditions you currently have. You
may also want to write down all past medical conditions, when they occurred, and how
long they lasted.
If you've ever had any injuries, surgeries, or hospitalizations, record the timeline of your
recovery and a brief description of what happened. You should also record any
diseases or illnesses that have affected your immediate family members.
If you want to keep a more detailed record of your medication use, keep a list of all
medicines, vitamins, and supplements you're currently taking or have taken in the past.
Record when you started and stopped them, how much you took, how often you took
them, and why you took them. If you start taking a new medication, write down any
changes you feel.
You can also use your health journal to track your sleep. Every morning, record what
time you went to sleep the night before and what time you woke up. Write down how
you felt when you woke up, too. If you want, you can also add an update in the evening
about how energized or tired you felt during the day.
Women might benefit from keeping track of information about their menstrual cycles.
You can record premenstrual symptoms and the start and end dates of your period. You
may notice a correlation between specific foods you eat, physical activity, or sleep
patterns and your symptoms.
If one of your health goals is to lose weight or improve your diet, your health journal is a
good place to record what you eat. It's up to you how you record your foods, and the
best option depends on your goals.
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You could just write down the foods and quantities, or you could keep track of the
calories, sodium, macronutrients, or other nutritional information. It may also be helpful
to write down what time you ate each meal, where you ate, who you ate with, and how
you felt while you ate.
This can give you lots of insight into your eating habits or behaviors that you may not
notice otherwise. If you're trying to lose weight, you can also keep track of your weight
in your health journal.
For fitness goals, you can use your health journal to record your physical activity or
workouts each day. Write down what you did for exercise, how strenuous it was, how
long the workout lasted, and how you felt during and after the workout. You can look
back on your progress over time and see your improvement, which is very motivating.

Tips for Health Journaling
Before you set up your health journal, contact your doctor's office and try to get a copy
of all your medical records. You can include these in the beginning of your journal and
update them every time you go to the doctor.
Organize the Health Journal
It's important to stay organized with your journal. You may be recording a lot of
information, and it's easy for the journal to become cluttered or confusing. If you can't
easily make sense of your entries when you look back on them, you won't experience all
the benefits of journaling. You can purchase a journal made specifically for recording
health-related topics, or you could make your own. Use charts, multiple colors, or
highlighters to keep track of different subjects. You could also create an online health
journal or record the information on your computer.
Always Know Where it is
Keep your journal in a strategic location. The best place for your journal will depend on
what information you're recording. If you want to keep track of what you eat, keep your
journal in the kitchen. You can write down your meals while you prepare them, so you
won't forget about any ingredients or measurements. If you plan to journal before bed,
keep it on your nightstand.
If you think you'll be too tired when you go to bed to update your journal, keep it in your
living room instead. You can write your daily entry while you watch TV or relax after
work.
You can use your journal just to record general health information, symptoms, or
medications, but you can also use it to track your progress toward your goals. Pick one
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or two health goals and record information about your progress every day. If you don't
have much experience with journaling, start small.
Keep it Simple
Don't record every single piece of information about your health, or you may become
overwhelmed and quit. Try to keep your journaling to under 20 minutes per day until it
becomes a habit. Then, if you want, you can gradually increase the amount of
information you record.
After you've worked on your journal for one week, look back on what you've written and
try to find patterns or clues about foods, medicines, activities, sleep, and other factors. It
may take longer than a week to notice something significant, so keep checking your
entries weekly.
You should probably keep your health journal private. It doesn't need to be a complete
secret, and people can know that you're keeping a health journal. However, you should
keep the information you record between yourself and your doctor. This will keep you
honest with everything that you record. If you know that a friend or family member will
look at what you've written down, you may be tempted to only record the good things
and not the bad.

Prompts to Help You Get Started
You don't just have to record the same information every day in your journal. You can
also add special entries about other topics. There might be something you want to write
about that doesn't require a daily entry, or you might be inspired to write about a more
creative topic. Writing about various different topics can keep things fresh, so you won't
get bored and stop journaling. Here are a few prompts to consider writing about in your
health journal:
What is your biggest health goal and why? What steps can you take to reach that goal?
What energizes you? Are there particular songs that make you feel motivated? Does
spending time with family or friends give you energy, or does spending time alone
refresh you?
What are the best things you can do to take care of yourself? What's your definition of
self-care? Is it getting a good night of sleep, participating in your favorite activity, or
eating food that makes you feel good? What are some ways you can take care of your
health while also enjoying yourself?
What is your relationship with food like? Do you tend to eat when you're stressed or
bored? Do you love food, or do you just view it as fuel for your body? Do you have to
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force yourself to eat healthy foods, or do you prefer healthy foods? Would you change
anything about your eating habits?
How has your health changed in the last year? Five years? Ten years? How has this
changed how you feel?
Who inspires you to work on your personal health? Why do they inspire you? How does
this inspiration affect your choices?
These topics should help spark your creativity and encourage you to write. Once you
get used to writing in your health journal, you'll probably think of countless of other
topics on your own.
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Chapter 4 – Start Journaling with a Stream of Consciousness Journal

Writer's block is a very real thing that wreaks havoc on our minds. We might want to
write something great and compelling, but find ourselves absolutely flummoxed by how
we can't put our thoughts into words. This just leads to further frustration and feelings
that we aren't adequate as writers, let alone great. It's a real shame that so many terrific
potential writers are left frozen at the very first step: writing the first word.
So, how does this happen? Well, you need a sharp mind to become an accomplished
writer. This doesn't mean you have to be a genius to be a quality writer. The best writers
speak from their hearts. They let themselves express themselves without fear of others
judging them. When writing, you need to strike the proper balance between emotional
and cerebral. You need to take your readers seriously so that they'll take you seriously.
However, you also need to forge a connection with them. If it seems like you're
overthinking your words, it's going to come through. Think of times when you've read
something and found yourself turned off by how desperate the writer seems to impress
you. They seem to be more focused on how they explain something than just simply
explaining it.
Wanting to impress is understandable. We read works written by great authors of the
past (and present) and find ourselves so enraptured with what they're describing, we
forget we're even reading at all. Then, we go back and dissect the structure of their
sentences and paragraphs. They find the proper tone and word choice. Concepts that
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might seem unexplainable are explained simply. It's awe-inspiring but also a bit
disheartening. What talents do we have that we lack?
It's not about talent; it's about effort. The great novels are not written in one sitting and
then immediately published. To hone their craft, your favorite authors have gone
through the same process as you. They became frustrated over getting stuck on one
sentence, or even one word.
To become an accomplished writer, you need to practice. One of the best ways to do
this is through a stream of consciousness journal. When writing stream of
consciousness, you're simply writing your thoughts as they come to you. It's done
without the filter that typically hinders people from writing period. You can expand your
mind by expelling thoughts that have been taking up space through stream of
consciousness journaling.

Benefits of Stream of Consciousness Journal
Writing is a skill like any others, it only gets better the more you do it. If you call yourself
a writer, you're going to have to live up to the title. So many people are happy to call
themselves writers without so much as pick up a pen to write a grocery list, and why
not? It's not as those writers are called to craft a beautiful poem or story on-demand. It's
a talent you can claim without anyone calling you out on sight.
If someone introduces themselves as a pianist in the vicinity of a piano, it's not
unreasonable to ask them to play it. If you want to call yourself a writer, you need to
make sure you're keeping at it.
It is Ideal for Anyone New to Writing
The beauty of writing is how generous it is, especially to beginners. Should you feel
reluctant to share your work at first, that's understandable (though you will eventually
need to share your work with others, as you can't expect to improve without constructive
feedback). In order to ease yourself into this, you should write for the most important
person: yourself. While you might have high expectations of what you write, you can
alleviate your fears through a stream of consciousness journal.
It Often Brings Clarity
When you make an entry in a stream of consciousness journal, you're simply writing
what you think. It could be how you're feeling. It could be something you've noticed. It
could also be a thought that suddenly came to your mind even if it's something that has
impacted you in some time, if at all. There are no rules when it comes to stream of
consciousness journaling.
It Becomes Natural
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The further you go with stream of consciousness journaling, the more natural it will feel.
Initially, you might want to think more than you must or go back and correct what you've
written to sound more pleasing. This type of journaling is not about being poetic or even
"good" as a writer. You can use unimaginative phrasing or even grammatical errors.
Your thoughts can bounce around in a way that makes no sense to anyone, not even
you.
This is all about writing for the sake of writing. If you're not able to embrace the process
of simply letting words out without hesitation, you will have trouble with writing in a more
advanced sense.

What to Write About
While there are no set rules as far as stream of consciousness journaling goes, you still
want to give yourself some boundaries in order to not feel overwhelmed. Should you set
it as "write about whatever," you're likely to find yourself feeling daunted by the task at
hand.
Writing about anything could be a matter of having too many options and not knowing
where to start. You can make your way through this by narrowing down your choices of
what to write about.
Write the First Thing That Comes to Mind
Perspective is part of why people journal, stream of consciousness or otherwise. When
you're thinking about write about, just reflect on what you're thinking. You want to
consider how circumstances have been affecting you. Look inside your mind and
examine what's been ruminating inside.
Record Your Experiences
There might be experiences that have been affecting you in a way you can clearly and
easily define. Others will be much less tangible. You might only be starting to
understand them when you journal about them. Don't think that you need to reach some
kind of epiphany. This is your opportunity to let your thoughts come to life in a way to
might ultimately surprise you.
Make it Enjoyable
This is also your opportunity to have fun. Writing shouldn't feel like a chore, and stream
of consciousness journaling allows you to really unwind and enjoy the process of
sharing your thoughts, even if it's just with yourself. Have fun with being stream of
consciousness.
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Don’t Be Afraid to Dream and Fantasize
While journaling is meant to reflect reality, you can give your own version of your reality.
Discuss what you like to imagine. Think about how things you want from the future. It
could be completely ridiculous or fantastical, but it can still hold meaning to you.
When deciding what to write about, just remember that you aren't being judged by
anyone, but yourself. If you find yourself feeling much too self-conscious to write about
your thoughts, you can write about exactly that. Conversely, you can also write about
how you feel about what you're feeling.
It's a truly unlimited chain of things to write about. Don't let yourself stop yourself from
writing. The great writer is one who doesn't feel discouraged by anyone, let alone
themselves. Instead, they plumb the depths of their potential and realize things about
their talents and themselves.

Tips for Stream of Consciousness Journal
If you're looking to start a stream of consciousness journal, there are things you should
know (aside from just knowing about writing about your thoughts as they come to you).
How you keep up the practice is just as important as the practice itself. This should be
your chance to really express yourself on a consistent basis.
You should purchase a journal and use it specifically for stream of consciousness
writing. Buy one that's brand-new and find a quality pen to use. Label your notebook
and your entries by date.
Writing, rather than typing, your thoughts are greatly important. While so much is written
on a computer screen (like this article), journaling has a certain inherent intimacy that
can only be fostered through the power of the pen to a piece of paper. There's so much
expression to be found in the touch of the ink to the paper. Your handwriting, kerning
and more can reflect so much on your thoughts. It's also a way for you to feel much
more mindful when writing.
Habit is the name of the game when it comes to any type of writing. You want to be
practicing stream of consciousness writing on a consistent basis. Every day, you should
set time aside for journaling. It could be when you wake up. It could also be right before
you go to bed.
Whenever it is, you want to make sure you're focused on your thoughts. If you are
having trouble getting centered, you might try mindfulness breathing techniques to zero
in on your thoughts. When you are a friend of your thoughts, you become a friend of
your writing.
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You also don't want to overwhelm yourself with unreasonably high expectations,
especially when it comes to stream-of-consciousness writing. Don't tell yourself that
you're going to write for one hour at a time. It can be a frustrating process to put your
thoughts on paper like this. Doing so in small doses is for the best.
Set a timer for about five minutes and then just write. You might want to stop even after
two minutes or less. That's fine, just make sure that you are getting the most out of the
time you're setting aside for stream of consciousness journaling.

Prompts to Help You Get Started
If you don't know where to start with stream of consciousness journaling (even with the
above advice), don't worry. We have some prompts that will be of great benefit to you.
1. What are you thinking about when you wake up?
2. What are you thinking about when you go to bed?
3. If you could have anything right now, what would it be?
4. How are you feeling at this very moment?
5. What do you want in the future, if not necessarily now?
6. What do you need to get done soon?
7. What made today different from yesterday?
8. How have you changed for the better?
9. How have you changed for the worse?
10. How are your senses being stimulated right now?
11. What is something you want to learn more about?
12. What is something you were wrong about?
13. Who's someone you haven't seen in a long time that you think about?
14. Where would you like to travel?
15. What was the best experience of the past week for you?
16. What was the worst experience of the past week for you?
17. How has your life up to this point surprised you?
18. Would your past self be happy with your current life?
19. What is something you haven't shared with anyone else?
20. What's your biggest fear?
21. What do you think you'll be like in ten years?
22. What do you think is going on for someone who lives halfway across the world?
23. When did you start feeling like an adult?
24. What do you want out of your friendships or romantic relationships?
25. What are you imagining in your mind at this very moment?
These prompts can branch off into other ideas. You might find yourself going back to
certain prompts as your thoughts about them deliver. This is wonderful and could lead
to you writing something that you want to share with others. You can also feel free to
share your journal entries with other people. Even though they are intimate writings, you
can let others into your world. This is all up to you, of course.
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When starting a stream of consciousness journal, you want to remember how special
your mind is. Everyone has their own unique point of view that needs to be expressed.
By keeping up a journal of this kind, you can show how much strength is within your
thoughts.
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Chapter 5 – Record Your Adventures with a Travel Journal

Travel journals are a great resource to help you get more in touch with your travels. You
can get in touch with your feelings and emotions about different places by simply writing
down your thoughts.
Travel journals are also a great way to monetize your travels. You can start a travel
blog, travel company or write a book based on what you record in your journals. These
types of journals help you remember parts of your journey that you may have otherwise
forgotten.
Find out why a travel journal might be the right fit for you and how to start a travel
journal. Discover a few writing prompts that will make starting a journal just a little bit
easier.

Benefits of Travel Journals
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Travel journals have a myriad of benefits. You could use a travel journal to remember
your travels better, nurture your creative side or even turn your travels into a profitable
side hustle. Find out more about the benefits of keeping such a journal.
Remember the Details of Your Trips
Do you ever return from a trip to find that you can’t seem to remember everything you
did? The details of the trip have gotten so foggy because there was so much action
packed into every day. One of the most satisfying benefits of a travel journal is that you
can easily recall what you did every day and remember even the most mundane details
of your trip.
You’ll also remember every detail of everything that you loved and hated about your trip.
You’ll never need to worry about remembering what restaurant gave you food poisoning
because it’s right there in your journal.
You’ll also be able to recall what you loved more easily. Ever go on vacation only to
come back and realize you can’t remember the name of that amazing spa you went to?
If you keep a travel journal, all the information you need is right at your fingertips.
Your friends, family and fellow travelers will thank you.
Don’t Forget the Side Hustle
You might want to consider keeping a travel journal if you’re thinking of making travel
more of a career than a hobby. Many world travelers have transformed their travels into
blogs, books and travel agencies.
A travel journal could easily be your ticket to a new and exciting career.
Keeping detailed notes of everywhere you’ve been, what happened on each day and
what you loved and hated about a trip are essential to transforming your travels into a
side business.
If you’re starting a blog, you’ll need to reference the things that went wrong on your
journey to advise others against your missteps. Similarly, you’ll want to remember the
places where you had amazing experiences to share with your readers.
If you’re starting a travel company, you’ll need to keep a list of contacts in your travel
journal. You’ll also want to make detailed notes as to where to bring your guests and
how to get them to each destination.
If you’re writing a book, you’ll want to keep a detailed journal of the events that
happened on your trip. Reference these notes to find interesting fodder that would make
a great story later on.
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Nurture Your Creative Side
Journals are a great way to simply nurture your creative side. You don’t need to have a
side hustle or make money to make good use of your journal. You can simply use it as a
way to organize your thoughts and emotions.
Find out more on how to hone your creative side in the following sections.

What to Write About
The possibilities are practically endless when it comes to a travel journal. You could
write accounts of what happened during your day. You could use your journal to plan
out your trip. You could write poetry in your journal.
If you’re at a loss, try one of these types of writing. Or try a combination of styles.
Journalistic Writing
If you’re considering using your travel journal as a foray into the blogging community,
you might want to consider journalistic writing. Journalistic travel writing is a way of
taking note of the facts throughout your day.
If you’re considering this type of writing, you may want to keep your travel journal on
you at all times. Though you’ll want to write in the morning and at night, you’ll also want
to keep notes of things that are happening throughout the day as well.
Don’t overthink journalistic writing. Simply make notes about the important things as
they happen. When you get home or back to the hotel at night, you can try to make
sense of everything you’ve done throughout the day by reading over your daily notes.
Stream of Consciousness Writing
Try stream of consciousness writing if you’re trying to make sense of emotions, feelings
and thoughts throughout your day. Stream of conscious writing allows you to process
your thoughts and feelings that are located just below the surface of your conscious
mind.
Simply put pen to paper, and begin writing anything that comes to mind. You don’t need
overthink this type of writing. If you’re feeling stressed over this type of writing, try using
one of the prompts in the last section of this article to get started.
Planning Stages
You can even begin using your travel journal before your travels begin. Use your journal
to help you in the planning stages of your trip. You can make notes on the places you
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want to go, brainstorm ideas for activities and places to stay and even make notes on
prices and side trips.
It’s not a bad idea to have these notes on hand for the next time you travel. You’ll have
more insight into the types of activities that interest you and the places you’ll more likely
want to avoid for next time.
Anything That Went Wrong
It’s a good idea to keep notes of anything that didn’t go well on your journey. As
humans, we have a habit of remembering things in a better light that when those things
actually happened. This means that you might remember your trip going better than it
actually did.
Try to maintain some perspective on your trip by keeping detailed notes of the trip. What
didn’t you enjoy, and why didn’t you enjoy it? You’re less likely to repeat these mistakes
next time you travel.

Tips for Travel Journals
If you’re still feeling a little lost on how to start your travel journal, check out a few tips
that might help you get a creative spark.
There’s No Wrong Way to Do Travel Journaling
The best part about keeping a travel journal is that you can’t “do” a travel journal the
wrong way. There’s absolutely no wrong way to travel journal.
Your journal is a culmination of the planning, activities and feelings that went into each
trip. You get to decide how you want your travel journal to work. You’re also the only
one who gets to reap the benefits of your travel journal. No one can tell you the right or
wrong way to keep a journal.
Write for a Few Minutes Every Day
You need to create a habit to begin doing something new every day. If you’re not used
to journaling, you’ll want to begin this habit as soon as possible. You don’t need to be
on a trip to begin your travel journal!
Try to aim for writing in your journal for at least 10 minutes a day. Decide whether you
want to journal in the morning or at night. Find a quiet place where you won’t be
disturbed. Set a timer for 10 minutes. You don’t need to be actively writing for the entire
10 minutes, but you’ll want to at least be present in those 10 minutes.
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When the 10 minutes are up, decide if you want to continue writing or not. If you’re
feeling inspired, keep going. If you don’t feel inspired, you can stop. The important part
of this exercise is to continually return to writing in your journal for at least 10 minutes
per day. You don’t need to judge the content in your journal. The simple act of writing
every day will be enough.
Try Morning or Evening Pages
Some people find that writing in their journal in the morning or evening is easier. Try to
write in your journal at least once a day. Morning pages generally reflect on how you
feel about your upcoming day. You might reflect a little on the day before as well.

Prompts to Help You Get Started
Anticipation prompt
This prompt is a great one to try before you leave for your trip or while you’re on your
trip. Set your timer for 10 minutes. Close your eyes. Think about your upcoming trip (or
the trip you’re on). What are you most excited about doing during your trip? What are
you most excited about doing today or tomorrow? Why are you excited? Explain in great
detail all the things that excite you the most about the upcoming trip or day. Include
sounds, smells and tastes if you can.
What I Did Today…
This prompt is simple and straight forward. It’s a great way to start journaling if you’re
feeling like you don’t have much to write about. All you need to do is simply write a list
of things you did. Don’t leave out any detail. For example, you could say:
“Today I got up. I brushed my teeth and showered. I ate breakfast. I took the bus into
town. I visited the Sistine Chapel. I ate lunch at a small bistro by the Spanish Steps.”
The important part is including every detail you can remember. Try to think about the
texture of the pasta in your mouth. Remember the scent of incense in the chapel. Write
about the way the man sitting next to you on the bus made you feel.
What I Loved About Today…
This prompt is a great way to feel good about your day. If you’re having a bad day, try
the prompt below before giving this one a shot.
Simply set a timer for 10 minutes, and write down everything you loved about the day.
The most important thing is to write in detail about why you loved the things you loved
about your day.
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What I Didn’t Love About Today…
If you had a bad day, it’s a good idea to start with this prompt before attempting prompt
number three. All you need to do is set a timer for 10 minutes before writing down all the
things that went wrong in your day.
Spare no detail. Write down every injustice. Tell your journal about how the bus driver
was mean to you. Tell it about how the Sistine Chapel was so crowded that you couldn’t
see any of the art. Talk about the rude tourists.
After you’ve aired your grievances, give prompt number three a shot. Sometimes just
letting go of a bad day can help you see the hidden good in the day.
If I Could Go Anywhere…
If you haven’t left for your trip yet, you might want to start out with this prompt. This is a
great way to start thinking about the types of trips you want to take. This is a really fun
way to use your travel journal.
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